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By Raytheon Professional Services

Key Benefits
Speedy Implementation:
• RPS can implement your new
system in less than a day —
instead of the two to six weeks
required for many systems.
Efficient, Quality
Controlled Migration:
• A large, global high tech firm:
- Merged records from 6 LMS’s
- 43 million records migrated
- Simplified from 105,000
courses to 20,000 courses.
Global Support:
• System available in 22 languages;
RPS currently supports customers
in over 100 countries.
Overcome the LMS Barrier:
• Lower cost through open source,
ease of configuration, broad
partner network support.

Raytheon Flex Learning Management Services
Your Learning Management System (LMS) is an important and strategic part
of your learning ecosystem. As such, it must meet a number of key criteria:
•

Your LMS must be reliable, affordable, scalable and flexible in order to remain
responsive to today’s evolving learning needs and trends. The technology should
be easy to use; address your company’s IT requirements and business objectives;
and meet critically important security standards.

•

Your LMS must deliver an optimal learning experience to the end users. More and
more, it’s not about having the most features — it’s about the most relevant features.

•

Finally, no matter what LMS you choose, it should be supported by people with
extensive technology expertise, who understand your unique environment and
needs, and whose only goal is your complete satisfaction.

It’s a tall order. In fact, it’s such a tall order, recent studies tell us that you are likely
to be unsatisfied with your current environment.

Introducing an End-to-End Solution
RPS delivers an end-to-end solution that includes open source technology, migration
services, implementation, and ongoing support services.
Flex Learning Management Services combines the most adaptable open source platform,
private cloud learning technology, and efficient migration approach, together with flexible
and expert LMS consulting services. These were developed to implement and support
specific and evolving customer needs, with a focus on providing the maximum level
of speed, agility, adaptability, cost effectiveness, flexibility and security.

LMS Consulting Services
Raytheon Professional Services brings over two decades of LMS expertise to help
address a full spectrum of customer needs. Our suite of LMS consulting services includes
evaluation, selection, implementation and ongoing support. We don’t believe in one-sizefits-all solutions, so we work with you and your team to determine the optimal adaptation
of technology, infrastructure and support to maximize the learner experience and impact
on the business.

The Freedom of an Open Source Learning Platform
Flex Learning Management Services includes 100% open source
technology from Totara Learning. This learning platform allows for quick
configuration, ease of customization (you determine how much or how
little you want), superior functionality and usability, and full delivery
services. The Totara learning system offers capabilities for both formal
and informal as well as robust evaluation and reporting features.

Private Cloud Learning Technology
Our state-of-the-art virtual private cloud for each customer ensures your system is secure
and can automatically auto-scale as needed. (For those that like to look under the hood,
we would love to explain more.)

Migration Services
Easier data migration leads to faster implementation of new systems, so you can be
up and running fast — gaining the benefits of retaining your important past learning
information — with minimal manual intervention.
As part of our pain-free migration services, we assist with extracting data from current
systems, ensure data is cleansed, normalized, and custom formatted according to
customer requirements, validated and tested before transfer to new systems. All of this
helps you retain important data from your legacy systems while keeping your historical
reporting intact.

Experience in Action
Our Flex Learning Management Services is based on many years of experience and
partnerships with customers. We understand the pain points and how to address them.
Our team is always looking for better, more effective ways to deliver, maintain and
manage a variety of learning platforms.

Contact Raytheon Professional Services Today
Raytheon Professional Services serves clients in more than 125 countries and 29 languages.
Our Flex Learning Management Services is another example of how we continue to provide
agile, flexible solutions that meet the rapidly evolving needs of diverse global organizations.
Contact RPS to learn more about our proven, award-winning learning solutions
for high-consequence business environments. Visit us at rps.com
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